The Red Dot Trauma Course – for Radiographers
Venue: Education Centre, Northwick Park Hospital, Harrow.

08.15 Registration and Coffee  8.55 Welcome and Introduction

PERIOD A

Lectures

How to use today’s digital kit

QUIZ A Analysing real life cases in pairs at your own workstation

COFFEE
Answers tutorial  Answers tutorial
GROUP 1  GROUP 2

PERIOD B

Lectures
1. Face  2. C-spine

Workstations Room #2 (HH)  Workstations Room #1 (SL)

QUIZ B Analysing cases  LUNCH

LUNCH  QUIZ B Analysing cases
Answers tutorial  Answers tutorial
GROUP 1  GROUP 2

PERIOD C

Lectures:

QUIZ C Analysing real life cases

TEA  ... and Prize Quiz (anonymous & optional)
Answers tutorial  Answers tutorial
GROUP 1  GROUP 2

PERIOD D

Retained Foreign Bodies .... errors to avoid
Prize Quiz Answers

Approx 5.30 FINISH

RDT #2  Visit: www.radiology-courses.com